
 
 
 
The Productivity Commission recently released a report recommending that Parallel Importation 
Restrictions (PIR) on books be removed. This would mean that overseas-published books (often of 
inferior quality) will compete with Australian editions – with no guarantee of cheaper prices.  
The Federal Government will decide soon on its policy regarding Parallel Importation Restrictions. 
We believe that if PIRs on books are removed, there will be long-term consequences for the 
following reasons: 
 
1. Books may actually end up more expensive 

 Reductions in book volume produced in Australia will force publishers and printers to 
increase prices. They will still have to pay fixed prices on paper, printing and binding even 
though sales will drop. 

 The Productivity Commission admits removing PIRs won’t guarantee cheaper books. 
 

2. Consumer choice may be more limited 
 When booksellers like Dymocks and the multinational discount retailers, Coles and 

Woolworths focus on importing cheaper books from overseas, choice is driven by sales and 
profits. Consumer choice will be restricted to what makes higher profit margins for these 
giant retail stores. 

 
3. The local book publishing industry will suffer huge losses 

 Independent publishing firms risk being squeezed out by large foreign-owned publishing 
houses as smaller publishing houses won’t have the buying power to access cheaper 
imports.  

 Smaller booksellers will find it difficult to obtain specialist Australian content because 
Australian authors, apart from those who have “made it big” will find it harder to have 
their work published.  

 Librarians will similarly find it harder to stock their institutions with any but mass-market 
Australian literature.  

 Parents will find it increasingly difficult to find literature that tells their children stories 
relating to their own lives and land. 

 
4.   A great risk to language, setting, terms, spelling, idioms and the Australian experience 

 If Australian-authored books are published in e.g. North America, many aspects of those 
books are changed to suit the US market. Presently, these versions can’t be sold here if the 
Australian edition, (with Australian voice and spelling) is available. 

 Parallel Importation will allow these foreign published versions into the country – parents 
won’t know (unless they check the title pages) when buying a book for their child if the 
Australian-authored picture book is the real deal. 

 Children risk further literacy confusion if immersed in texts with American spelling. 
 
5. Authentic voices of Australian life will be silenced 

 Australian publishers will be forced to make cut-backs when they can no longer take the 
financial risk of publishing the works of new or developing authors.  

 Adverse pressure on Australian publishers of non-fiction, educational books and textbooks 
will affect the supply of textbooks; *increase the numbers of poor-quality texts from 
overseas, but with the unlikelihood of significant reductions in prices. 
*Australian Campus Booksellers’ Assn. 
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